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Abstract

The ability to learn the direction of causal relations is critical for understanding and acting in

the world. We investigated how children learn causal directionality in situations in which the

states of variables are temporally dependent (i.e., autocorrelated). In Experiment 1, children

learned about causal direction by comparing the states of one variable before versus after an inter-

vention on another variable. In Experiment 2, children reliably inferred causal directionality

merely from observing how two variables change over time; they interpreted Y changing without

a change in X as evidence that Y does not influence X. Both of these strategies make sense if one

believes the variables to be temporally dependent. We discuss the implications of these results for

interpreting previous findings. More broadly, given that many real-world environments are charac-

terized by temporal dependency, these results suggest strategies that children may use to learn the

causal structure of their environments.
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1. Introduction

The ability to identify the direction of causal relations is critical for explaining events

and taking actions. For example, correlations between “brain” diseases (e.g., Parkinson’s

disease and autism) and intestinal disease have recently been identified, with some evi-

dence suggesting that the gut pathology might cause the brain pathology (Forsyth et al.,

2011; White, 2003). Knowing the true direction of these causal relations not only leads to

a more accurate understanding of the diseases but also facilitates the development of
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treatments. Similarly, in more mundane daily events experienced by children, knowing

the direction of causal relations is also useful. For example, knowing whether a sad par-

ent caused the marriage to deteriorate or whether the deteriorating marriage caused a par-

ent to become sad can impact how a child responds to family problems.

Much if not most of real-world causal learning involves scenarios that are temporal—
the causal events unfold over time—and often the events of interest constitute a change

from one state to the next. For example, the right panel of Fig. 1 shows a classic ABA

“reversal” design. Jim’s medication is switched between an anti-anxiety medication and a

placebo on alternating weeks. Presumably, Jim’s blood pressure would normally be simi-

lar from week to week, so a consistent pattern in his blood pressure that correlates with

the medication changes would suggest that anxiety does influence blood pressure. Much

of real-world causal reasoning (by normal people, not scientists) involves similar compar-

isons across time. For example, imagine a child trying to figure out how to use a shower.

She may turn various knobs and try to identify the difference in the water before versus

after the manipulation. Or a teacher might compare his students’ behavior before versus

after starting a new motivation technique with the assumption that the students’ behavior

is fairly stable over time so a change that coincides with the implementation of the inter-

vention would be a sign of its effectiveness.

In the opposite extreme, there are some instances of causal learning when the states of

the variables are only known once. The left panel in Fig. 1 (Atemporal Network) shows

the outline of a randomized controlled study in which one group is assigned to an active

drug and another is assigned to a placebo, and the outcomes of the two groups are com-

pared. Of course, there is also a middle ground of a pre-post experimental design in

which case the experimenters can look at the change within each participant from Time 1

to Time 2 (Fig. 1; Mixed Network). Even though atemporal or “between-subjects”

designs are statistically informative, “within-subjects” designs that involve a direct

comparison in states over time are more intuitively convincing (Lord & Gilbert, 1983).
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In this study, we examine how children learn the direction of a causal relationship in

cases when one causal entity is repeatedly manipulated or observed over time and the

state of a variable is influenced by its previous state (temporal dependence or autocorrela-

tion). We introduce Temporal Causal Bayesian Networks to help develop intuitions about

temporal causal inference. Specifically, if one changes the state of Variable X and sees

(vs. does not see) a change in Variable Y compared to its prior state, one would likely

infer that X influences (vs. does not influence) Y. Similar intuitions can also facilitate

learning the direction of a causal relationship even if one does not have the ability to

intervene: If one observes a correlation between X and Y over time and then sees Y
change while X stays stable, one might infer that X probably causes Y instead of the

reverse. In the following section, we first discuss how causal beliefs can influence causal

inference, and then we introduce temporal causal networks to provide a more formal way

to capture these intuitions about temporal dependency.

1.1. How causal beliefs influence causal learning

An interesting aspect of causal cognition concerns how adults and even children incor-

porate many types of beliefs about how a causal mechanism works when interpreting evi-

dence about the functioning of the mechanism. For example, Mendelson and Shultz

(1976) presented children with a scenario with two cues that were potential causes of an

effect; Cue A always occurred 5 s before the effect, and Cue B sometimes occurred

immediately before the effect, but sometimes the effect occurred in the absence of Cue
B. If the children had reason to believe the mechanism would have a delay (a marble had

to pass through a long chute), they attributed the effect to A, but otherwise they attributed

the effect to B. Lucas, Gopnik, and Griffiths (2010) showed children blocks, some of

which could cause a machine to activate when placed on machine. Children in the “con-

junctive” condition saw that the machine would activate only if Block A and Block C
were simultaneously put on the machine. In contrast, children in the “disjuctive” condi-

tion learned that A and C could each individually cause the machine to activate. Then,

the children saw trials in which D failed to activate the machine alone but the combina-

tion of D and F succeeded. Children in the disjunctive condition concluded that D was

not causally effective (the activation was due to F), but children in the conjunctive condi-

tion were more likely to conclude that D had causal power (in combination with F). In
summary, beliefs about how a causal mechanism works can influence how one interprets

data and draws conclusions.

In the last two decades, the causal Bayesian Network framework (henceforth “causal

networks”) has been developed by statisticians and computer scientists to represent and

reason about causal relations (e.g., Pearl, 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 1993), and

it has also been proposed as a framework for how both adults (e.g., Steyvers, Tenenbaum,

Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003) and children (e.g., Gopnik, 2004; Gopnik et al., 2004) learn

causal relations. One of the benefits of causal networks is that they provide a framework

for how different types of beliefs about a causal system can affect inferences about the

causal system (e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009; also see Gopnik & Wellman, 2012).
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Building off this framework, here we use causal networks to represent beliefs about

temporal dependency (i.e., autocorrelation). We are not implying that children necessarily

use Causal Bayesian Networks for learning causal relations. Rather, we are using causal

structure diagrams as an intuitive and precise way to demonstrate reasoning patterns with

temporally dependent causes.

1.2. Causal networks

Fig. 2 shows four causal networks. In all of them, there are two variables, A and B,
each of which can be in the state 0 or 1. Here, we are assuming that the arrows represent

positive causal relations. Interventions, external manipulations that set one of the vari-

ables to a particular state such as taking an anti-anxiety medication in Fig. 1, are repre-

sented with square nodes. Because these interventions completely determine the state

(1 or 0) of the manipulated variable, all other arrows representing other causal relation-

ships influencing the manipulated variable are removed. For example, in the structures in

which A causes B, when there is an intervention on B the A?B arrow is removed, but

when there is an intervention on A the A?B arrow remains intact.

First, consider the atemporal network in Fig. 2. Atemporal causal networks represent

scenarios when each variable is only measured once within each instance, analogous to

the between-subjects design in Fig. 1. Across all the instances the causal strength of

A causing B is assumed to be the same. However, each instance is independent of the

others; the fact that a = 1 for Instance 1 has no bearing on the state of A for Instance 2.

Now consider the temporal networks in Fig. 2. These networks represent one instance

(e.g., one person) over five time periods, analogous to the within-subjects design in

Fig. 1. The three networks represent A causes B, there is no relation between A and B,
and both A and B influence each other. The critical difference between atemporal and
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temporal networks is that in temporal networks the prior state of a variable can carry for-

ward and influence the current state; all else being equal, variables tend to stay in the

same state over time, which is known as positive autocorrelation. The autocorrelation is

represented by the downward arrows. The variables in these examples and in the experi-

ments are strongly autocorrelated. But even though the downward arrows are fairly

strong, the horizontal relationships are even stronger. For example, at Time 3 in the A?B
network, the intervention setting a = 0 carries over to B even though b = 1 at Time 2.

Just as in the atemporal network, the interventions in the temporal networks are deter-

ministic, so any arrows going into the manipulated variable, be they horizontal or verti-

cal, are removed. Also, note how temporal networks can represent bidirectional causal

relationships such as A↔B. Temporal networks accomplish this by “unfolding” the rela-

tionships over time so that at Time 1 A causes B and at Time 2 B causes A.
In summary, the purpose of these figures is to show how causal networks can represent

scenarios with temporally dependent or independent variables. A full representation of

these causal networks would also include parameters to represent the probability of each

node being in a particular state given the states of the nodes that directly cause it (see

Rottman & Hastie, 2013, for an introduction to causal networks). But here we focus on

intuitions involving the causal graphs alone. In the next section, we demonstrate how

these graphs can be used to identify which structure is most likely to have produced a

given set of data. The temporal and atemporal graphs sometimes identify different causal

structures.

1.3. Learning causal direction from interventions

A number of studies have investigated how children learn causal relations when they

have the opportunity to intervene on a causal system (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2004; Kushnir,

Gopnik, Lucas, & Schulz, 2010; Schulz, Gopnik, & Glymour, 2007). These studies have

demonstrated that preschool children understand principles such that a correlation

between two variables implies some causal relationship, that an intervention on A that

succeeds in producing an effect B implies a causal relation from A to B. They even infer

an unobserved common cause if A and B are correlated, but interventions on either one

do not produce the other.

One aspect of these studies is that the events were punctate—they occurred temporar-

ily—but between each trial the variables were in one default “off” state. This meant that

the state of the variables in one trial did not impact the state of the variables on subse-

quent trials. Our goal in this manuscript was to investigate causal learning when variables

are temporally extended and dependent—variables remain in states for periods of time

and can stay in the same state across trials—which occurs in a vast array of real-world

cases. To test this use of information, we use sets of data like the one in Table 1.

Table 1 shows two variables over five time periods. Bold represents a manipulation

setting the bolded variable to either 1 or 0. The top part of Fig. 3 (“Temporal Causal

Structure Hypotheses”) demonstrates the type of reasoning process that could be used

to learn which causal structure is most likely to have generated the data in Table 1
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assuming that the variables are autocorrelated. We will first start by examining the Order

1 data.

The Order 1 data fit well with the Temporal X?Y structure. Interventions on X transfer

to Y, and when there is an intervention on Y, X stays in its previous state. However, the

other structures fit the data worse. At Time 1 X is set to 1, and Y also changes to 1. For

the X Y structure and the structure in which X and Y are unrelated this simultaneous

change is a coincidence, making these structures less likely. For the X Y and X↔Y
structures, when Y is set to 0 at Time 2, X fails to change, making these structures less

likely.

Believing that the variables are temporally dependent leads to an interesting implica-

tion about the informativeness of interventions. At Time 3, Y is set to 1. But because

x = 1 at Time 2 and because we are assuming positive causal relationships, the interven-

tion on Y is uninformative; all of the causal structures predict that x = 1 at Time 3. This

is essentially a “ceiling” effect. Understanding the informativeness of an intervention for

a given scenario is critical for causal learning more generally. For example, Cook, Good-

man, & Schulz (2011) showed how preschoolers test causal factors independently, which

is often more informative than testing them simultaneously, and Wu and Cheng (1999;

see also Cheng, 1997) found that college students believe ceiling and floor effects to be

uninformative for scenarios like the Atemporal Network and the Mixed Network in Fig. 1

(see also Kushnir, Wellman, & Gelman, 2008).

To demonstrate how beliefs about temporal dependence can influence causal inference,

consider Order 2 in Table 1. Order 2 has the exact same set of trials as Order 1 but they

are arranged differently in time. The middle part of Fig. 3 shows how the four causal

structures fit with Order 2. X?Y and X↔Y both are likely. Neither X?Y nor X↔Y fits

the data perfectly but they fit better than X Y and the no link structure. In summary,

believing that a scenario involves autocorrelation, which is the captured by the Temporal

Causal Structures, can lead a person to infer different causal structures given the same set

of data ordered in a different way; X?Y was most likely for Order 1 but X?Y and X↔Y
are both likely for Order 2.

Another way to see the influence the belief that the variables are autocorrelated is to

consider the causal structure that would be inferred if one believed that the scenario was

Table 1

Example intervention data

Time

Order 1 Order 2

X Y X Y

Initial 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 0 0

3 1 1 1 1

4 0 0 1 0

Note. Bold represents a manipulation setting the bolded variable to

either 1 or 0.
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temporally independent (no autocorrelation). The bottom part of Fig. 3 fits the same data
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to atemporal causal structures treating each time as a separate instance. Atemporally,

there is no difference between the two orders, so we only present Order 1. Both the X?Y
structure and the no relationship structure are plausible; however, a trend is beginning to

appear that interventions on X typically transfer to Y, which would imply X?Y. The

X Y structure is less likely due to the third row when Y was set to 0 but x = 1.

In summary, this example demonstrates how one might learn causal directionality from

how variables change over time with interventions. Because sometimes the prior states of

variables make a particular intervention uninformative, changing the order of the trials

can lead to different inferences. In contrast, changing the order of the data does not mat-

ter according to atemporal reasoning strategies for which each time period is examined

individually.

Finally, we note that Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2009, p. 692–695, see also Griffiths,

Baraff, & Tenenbaum, 2004) made a Bayesian model of learning the direction of a causal

relationship between two variables (specifically for the “stick machine” from Gopnik

et al., 2004, which is also the basis for our experimental setup). Their model incorporates

naive beliefs about physical principles about how one element in a machine moves if

another one moves, which facilitates inference from a small number of trials. They even

made a version of the model for bidirectional causal relations that uses an unfolded tem-

poral causal network. Thus, our model here can be viewed as an extension of theirs for

cases with temporal dependency; the previous studies on the stick machine used punctate

events.

1.4. Learning causal direction from observations

So far, we have discussed how one might learn the direction of a causal relation from

intervening on a temporal causal structure. However, often we do not have the ability to

intervene and can merely observe two variables over time. Of course, merely observing a

correlation between two variables is insufficient to determine the direction of the causal

relation (or if there is a common cause). Temporal priority (e.g., X occurs and then Y sub-

sequently occurs) is a strategy that both children and adults use for inferring causal struc-

ture (Burns & McCormack, 2009; Lagnado & Sloman, 2006). Here, we investigate

another strategy for learning causal directionality from observations when one believes

the variables to be temporally dependent.

The strategy is simple. If Y changes state by itself but X fails to change, this implies

that Y does not influence X, or the causal relation from Y to X is fairly weak. X and Y
both changing simultaneously implies that there is some relation between X and Y. Fur-
ther, if both of these two types of changes occur within the set of data, one might infer

that X causes Y by process of elimination.

The top of Fig. 4 shows how three temporal causal structures would attempt to explain

a set of observational data. In Fig. 4, we introduce a notation that is atypical of causal

networks; we include “hypothesized interventions” in the dotted squares. By hypothesized

intervention we mean any factor that is hypothesized to be responsible for an observed

change. For example, at Time 2 both X and Y change from 1 to 0. If people think about
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possible factors that could have produced this simultaneous change, they could infer that

something produced a change in X that carried over to Y, X?Y, or something produced a

change in Y that carried over to X, X Y. They could also believe that X and Y are unre-

lated and that there were external factors that changed both simultaneously, but such

coincidental events would probably be viewed as less likely.

At Time 3, Y changes but X does not (and X was not at ceiling). This suggests that Y
does not cause X, making structure X Y less likely. This failure is more significant to

the extent that one believes that causal relations tend to be fairly strong (e.g., Lu et al.,

2008; Yeung & Griffiths, 2011).

There are two other possible temporal causal structures not shown in Fig. 4. A bidirec-

tional causal relationship would also include the same Fail as in X Y, so is less likely.

Fig. 4. Three temporal causal structures fit to the same set of data.
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Another possibility is that there is a common cause of both X and Y. According to this

framework, it would be difficult to distinguish a bidirectional structure with weak links

from a common cause; we do not investigate this possibility in the current manuscript.

The bottom part of Fig. 4 shows how atemporal causal networks could be fitted to

these data. As researchers, we are all familiar with the notion that a correlation cannot

identify a specific causal relation; the bottom part of Fig. 4 shows why visually. The X?Y
and X Y structures both have one trial when the hypothesized causal relation fails, so

they are both equally likely. The no links structure is fairly unlikely because in five of

six trials the two variables are in the same state.

In summary, Fig. 4 gives an outline for how temporal reasoning on causal networks

can be used to learn the direction of a causal relation even when the two variables are

merely observed over time without delay (see Rottman & Keil, 2011; for two fleshed-out

quantitative models). More generally, when Figs. 3 and 4 are compared, it can be seen

that similar reasoning strategies can be used in interventional and observational learning.

The difference is that in the observational case one must hypothesize external factors that

produced the changes in the observed variables, which is not necessarily a simple task.

For example, at Time 2 in Fig. 4, if one believes that the true structure is X?Y, a plausi-

ble hypothesis is that something produced a change in X, which carried over to Y, though
there could have been two external factors that produced simultaneous changes in both X
and Y. Alternatively, if one believes that X Y is the most likely structure, then a plausi-

ble hypothesis is that something produced a change in Y that carried over to X. Thus,
learning causal direction is considerably harder in the observational than interventional

case. The key insight is that Y changing without a change in X is evidence that Y does

not influence X.

1.5. Motivation for current work and outline

Rottman and Keil (2012) demonstrated that college students use the strategies outlined

above for learning causal directionality between two or three variables. They also found

that the two strategies are cognitively related; working with an interventional scenario

facilitated subsequent use of the observational strategy.

1.5.1. Interventions
Experiment 1 tests whether children ages 3–7 use the temporal-interventional strategy

(e.g., Fig. 3) for learning causal structures. The temporal-interventional strategy appears

to be simple, so it is plausible that even preschool-aged children would use it; however,

it would provide a novel example of how children understand the informativeness of

interventions based on the states of the variables before the intervention.

Another motivation for Experiment 1 is that it is unclear whether children used tempo-

ral or atemporal strategies in previous research (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2004; Kushnir et al.,

2010; see also Schulz et al., 2007). Studies using data sets with punctate variables imply

the same causal structure according to atemporal and temporal strategies (see the Online

Supplemental Materials for more details). The current experiments use a slightly modified
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experimental setup so that variables could remain in the same state over time to disam-

biguate between atemporal and temporal strategies, which may provide insight into the

strategies that children used in previous tasks (see the General Discussion).

1.5.2 Observations
Experiment 2 tests whether children ages 4–7 use the temporal-observational strategy

(e.g., Fig. 4). Observational learning is considerably harder than interventional learning,

and thus it is unclear whether children would use the observational strategy. Existing

research does not clearly identify when the observational strategy might emerge. In the

following paragraphs, we discuss the similarities and differences between the inferential

capacities required by the temporal-observational strategy and previously studied inferen-

tial capacities.

Temporal contiguity, two events occurring close together in time, signifies that they

may be causally related. The observational strategy clearly relies upon temporal contigu-

ity. For example, X and Y changing simultaneously at Time 2 in Fig. 4 implies that there

is some causal relation between the two. Children are more likely to infer a causal rela-

tionship when there is less temporal delay between two events (e.g., Mendelson & Shultz,

1976; Siegler & Liebert, 1974) and even 7-month-old children are sensitive to subtle

aspects of temporal and physical contiguity (Newman, Choi, Wynn, & Scholl, 2008).

A notion related to but distinct from temporal contiguity is temporal priority; causes

occur before effects. Children do use temporal priority for inferring causal relations (e.g.,

Bullock & Gelman, 1979; Burns & McCormack, 2009). However, temporal priority is

not necessary for the current observational strategy; in Fig. 4 the two variables change

simultaneously.

Finally, the observational strategy requires a particular use of negative evidence; Y
changing by itself implies that Y does not influence X. This particular use of negative evi-

dence has not been studied in children. However, it does have parallels to an atemporal-

interventional strategy that if an intervention on Y fails to produce X, Y is inferred not to

cause X, which is used by children at least as young as 4 (Gopnik et al., 2004, p. 27).

In summary, the temporal-observational strategy requires some familiar and some new

inferential capacities. Our goal for Experiment 2 is to uncover whether children use this

relatively sophisticated strategy for inferring causal direction at all or if it emerges later

in development.

2. Experiment 1: Interventions

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Children of ages 3–7 were either recruited from the local population around New

Haven, CT, and participated in the experiment in a laboratory at Yale University or they

were recruited from and participated in the experiment at a children’s museum in a
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nearby town. Sixty-four children participated. Children were rewarded for their participa-

tion with a small toy and certificate of appreciation. Families that participated in the

study in the laboratory also received passes to a nearby museum.

2.1.2. Stimuli
The children worked with a computer program running on a touch-screen monitor that

simulated the stick-machine used by previous researchers (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2004;

Kushnir et al., 2010; see Fig. 5). A video of the computer program can be found as

Movie S1 in the Supplementary Material file. The stick-machine comprised two sticks

that protrude from a box. The sticks can move up or down, together or independently. In

previous research with the stick-machine, the sticks would temporarily move up but

would always come back down between each trial. We modified the scenario slightly so

that the sticks could remain up for periods of time, reflecting temporally extended states

rather than punctate events.

Four practice scenarios helped the children become comfortable working with the

machine (see Table 2). In Practice Scenario A, whenever Y was pulled up or pushed

down, X also rose up or lowered down, implying X Y. In Practice Scenario B, whenever

X was pulled up or pushed down, Y also rose up or lowered down, implying X?Y. In
Practice Scenario C, whenever either X or Y was pulled up or pushed down, the other

stick also rose up or lowered down, implying X↔Y. In Practice Scenario D, whenever

either X or Y was pulled up or pushed down, the other stick did not move, implying no

relationship between X and Y. These four practice scenarios were designed so that both

the atemporal and temporal strategies imply the same causal direction.1 These four prac-

tice scenarios were also designed to suggest to the children that either stick could be a

cause or effect, or both or neither.

There were two test conditions (see Table 2). Critically, the two test conditions had

the exact same set of trials, just in different orders. Thus, according to the atemporal

causal network framework, both of the test conditions imply X?Y. In both, whenever X

Fig. 5. Sample screenshot from Experiment 1.
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was pulled up, Y would be in the up position, and whenever X was pushed down, Y
would be in the down position, and no matter whether Y was pulled up or pushed down,

X had a 50% chance of being up and a 50% chance of being down.

However, the two orders implied different structures according to the temporal strat-

egy. In the Order 1 condition, whenever Stick X was pulled up or pushed down, Y chan-

ged simultaneously. However, whenever Stick Y was pulled up or pushed down, Stick X
did not move. The temporal strategy predicts X?Y. Order 2 is similar to Order 1 for

Stick X: whenever X is pulled up or pushed down Y changed simultaneously. However,

Order 2 is different from Order 1 for Stick Y: sometimes when Y is pulled up or pushed

down X changes simultaneously, and sometimes it does not. Thus, the temporal strategy

predicts X↔Y (technically X?Y is stronger than X Y).
The children first worked with the four practice scenarios in the order A, B, C, D.

Then, they worked with the two test conditions in a counterbalanced order. For the two

test conditions, the X and Y sticks were counterbalanced to the left and right positions.

For each of the six scenarios, the machine and each of the sticks had unique colors

emphasizing that the machines were different.

Table 2

Stimuli used in Experiment 1

Time

Practice Scenarios Test Scenarios

A B C D Order 1 Order 2

X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y

Initial 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

3 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 1 0 1
10 1 0 1 1

11 1 1 0 0

12 0 0 1 1
13 1 1 1 0
14 0 0 0 0

15 0 1 1 1

16 0 0 0 0
Predictions of the Two Strategies

Temporal Strategy X Y X?Y X↔Y X; Y X?Y X↔Y

Atemporal Strategy X Y X?Y X?Y or

X Y
X; Y X?Y X?Y

Notes. 0 = stick is down; 1 = stick is up. Boldface represents an intervention pulling the stick up or pushing

it down, whereas regular type represents an observation.
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2.1.3. Procedure
When the experiment was conducted at Yale University, the child and experimenter

worked together in one room, and parents observed from an adjacent room using a video

feed. When the experiment was conducted at the children’s museum, parents were

allowed to be in the room but were instructed not to react to the experiment and sat out-

side of the child’s field of view.

At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenter started the computer on Practice

Scenario A (the pink stick was the cause) and said, “Today, we are going to play a

game…. We have a box with two sticks, the blue stick and the pink stick! Some sticks

are special, they do something to other sticks. Let’s figure out which sticks do something

to other sticks!”
On each trial, the computer prompted the child to pull one stick up or push one stick

down with an up or down arrow next to the respective stick (see Fig. 5). After the pink

up arrow appeared, the experimenter said, “Let’s pull the pink stick up! To do that we

just touch the stick. Can you touch the pink stick to pull it up? Great work! Oh look;

now, the blue stick is up.”2 Then, the next arrow would appear (e.g., a blue down arrow).

This same running dialog was used throughout the first practice scenario. At the end of

the first practice scenario, the experimenter said, “The pink stick was special; it did some-

thing to the blue stick. The blue stick was not special; it did not do anything to the pink

stick.”

Then, the children moved on to the second practice scenario. The experimenter said,

“Now we are going to play this game another time with another box. This box has a

brown stick and a yellow stick. I want you to pay attention and figure out which sticks

are special—which sticks do something to the other sticks.” For all the remaining practice

scenarios and the test scenarios, the experimenter told the child which stick to pull up or

push down but did not give the children any feedback about the “correct” answer. At the

end of each scenario, the experimenter asked the child whether each stick was “special:

does it do something to the [the color of the other stick, e.g., blue] stick?”3

2.2. Results

The atemporal strategy predicts X?Y in both conditions. In contrast, the temporal

strategy predicts X?Y for the Order 1 condition and X↔Y for the Order 2 condition.

Fig. 6 shows the percent of participants who endorsed each causal relation. In Fig. 6, we

grouped the participants by age for visualization only; in the statistical tests, we used age

in days and tested for trends, not differences in specific years.

We ran separate logistic regressions for each causal relation, with age and condition as

predictors, and random effects by participant to account for the repeated-measures. For

the X?Y link, there was a main effect of age; older children were more likely to endorse

this link than younger children, p = .01 (all ps reported in this manuscript are two-tailed).

As both strategies predict endorsement of the X?Y link, this developmental pattern

probably reflects both a developing ability to infer causal relations as well as developing

general cognitive abilities. There was no effect of condition nor an interaction, ps > .38.
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The critical inference is the X Y link. A logistic regression found a significant effect

of condition, p < .01. As can be seen in Fig. 6, participants were more likely to endorse

the X Y link in the Order 2 condition than the Order 1 condition. There was no main

effect of age, p = .10, but there was a significant interaction between condition and age,

p < .01; the difference between the two conditions gets larger with age, which likely

reflects more use of the temporal strategy. Follow-up tests of the two conditions sepa-

rately revealed that endorsement of the X Y link decreased with age in the Order 1 con-

dition, p = .02, and increased (marginally) in the Order 2 condition, p = .06.

While the difference for endorsing X Y across the two conditions is smaller in the youn-

ger children, this result does not imply use of the atemporal strategy over the temporal strat-

egy. The atemporal strategy predicts no endorsement of the X Y link in either condition. In

contrast, the younger children’s inferences are basically at chance (50%) responding.

In summary, children’s inferences are more consistent with the temporal strategy than

the atemporal strategy, and their use of the temporal strategy increases with age.

3. Experiment 2: Learning causal direction from observations over time

In Experiment 2, we tested whether children would use the temporal-observational

strategy outlined in the introduction for learning the direction of a causal relation when

one believes that the variables are temporally dependent.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Forty-two children aged 4–7 were recruited from the same populations as in Experi-

ment 1.
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Fig. 6. Percent of participants who inferred each causal relation by age and condition.
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3.1.2. Stimuli and design
Children first worked with two interventional training conditions and then four obser-

vational test conditions. In the training conditions, the children observed a cartoon mon-

key inside the stick-machine manipulating the sticks. One purpose of the interventional

training conditions was to help the children understand the stick-machine; that one stick

can affect the other stick.

The two training conditions used the same set of data as Practice Scenarios A and B
from Experiment 1 (see Table 2). The main difference from Experiment 1 was that the

monkey, not the children, manipulated the sticks. The atemporal and temporal strategies

imply the same causal direction for these training scenarios.

In the test conditions, the children were told that the monkey was inside the stick-

machine, but the children could no longer see the monkey performing the interventions;

they could only see the sticks moving. Again the goal was to figure out which stick influ-

enced the other one.4 Having the monkey inside the machine provided the children with

a concrete explanation for the sticks’ movements (e.g., the pink stick moved up; the mon-

key must have pushed it), lest the movements be totally unexplainable.

The test conditions used the data sets in Table 3. According to the atemporal strategy,

there is a correlation between the two sticks of .5; however, this correlation does not

imply a causal direction. However, looking at how the sticks change over time, the Y
stick sometimes changed position on its own (which implies that Y does not influence X),

Table 3

Summary of stimuli in test conditions in Experiment 2

Time

Test A Test B

X Y X Y

Initial 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 1

2 1 0 0 0

3 1 1 1 1

4 0 0 1 0

5 1 1 1 1

6 0 0 0 0

7 0 1 1 1

8 0 0 0 0

9 0 1 1 1

10 0 0 1 0

11 1 1 1 1

12 0 0 0 0

13 1 1 0 1

14 1 0 0 0

15 1 1 1 1

16 0 0 0 0

Note. 0 = stick is down; 1 = stick is up.
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and sometimes both X and Y changed position together. According to the temporal

reasoning strategy explained above this pattern of changes implies X?Y.
Overall, there were four test datasets (Table 3). Two more were created from the Test

A and Test B conditions by switching Trials 1–8 and Trials 9–16 within the conditions,

respectively. The X and Y sticks in Table 3 were counterbalanced to the left and right

positions.

3.1.3. Procedure
A video of this experiment can be found as Movie S2 in the Supplementary Material

file. The children were first introduced to the training scenarios. They were told that “We

are going to play a game where you watch a monkey play with a few new toys…. The

monkey is in a box with two sticks, the black stick and the gray stick! Some sticks are

special; they do something to other sticks. Let’s figure out which sticks do something to

other sticks! When we press the bell, it tells the monkey to move a stick. The monkey

gets to decide which stick he wants to move. Try pressing on the bell! Great! Look, the
monkey moved the gray stick and the black stick is up!” (see Fig. 7 for a screenshot).

Between each trial, the children rang the bell to cue the monkey to manipulate a stick.

The monkey only moved one stick at a time. In addition, the monkey only “intervened”

to push a stick up or “pull” one down, not to hold a stick in place, same as in Experiment 1.

At the end of the first training scenario, the children were told that “The gray stick

was special; it did something to the black stick! The black stick was not special; it did

not do anything to the gray stick.” The children were not given feedback about which

stick was “special” for the second training example.

After the two training examples the children were introduced to the testing conditions.

They were told “OK, now you are going to see a few more toys. You won’t be able to

Fig. 7. Screenshot of a training condition in Experiment 2 in which the monkey is in the process of pushing

the stick on the right up and the stick on the left is simultaneously rising.
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see the monkey, but you will use the bell to tell him when you want him to move a stick.

Just like before, I want you to figure out which sticks are special, so which sticks do

something to other sticks.” The children saw a machine like the one in Fig. 7, only the

front of the machine was opaque so that they could not see the monkey. During each of

the testing conditions, to keep the children’s attention, the children were periodically

asked, “How many sticks moved?” At the end of each testing scenario, the experimenter

asked the child whether each stick was “special: does it do something to the [the color of

the other stick, e.g., gray] stick?”

In piloting, it was found that some children lost interest in the task after two test sce-

narios. To ensure that the children were engaged in the task for every scenario they com-

pleted, after the second test scenario they were informed that there were two additional

toys (test scenarios) they could play with if they were interested, or they could choose to

stop.

3.2. Results and discussion

The atemporal strategy does not imply one direction over the other. In contrast, the

temporal strategy implies that X?Y (see Table 3 and Fig. 8).

Participants usually inferred that X?Y or X Y, not a bidirectional link or no link.

This is likely due to the two training conditions; one was intended to imply X?Y and the

other X Y. Because these dependent measures were correlated (r = �.65, p < .01), we

first analyzed the two links separately.

To test whether participants were more likely than chance (.5) to endorse the X?Y
link, and less likely than chance to endorse the X Y link, we used logistic regressions

with no predictors (just an intercept) and random effects to account for the repeated mea-

sures within each participant. Both of these predictions were supported by the model,
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Fig. 8. Percent of participants who inferred each causal relation by age. Note. Ages were binned by year for

visualization only.
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with the following means (the proportion of endorsing a given link) and 95% confidence

intervals: MX?Y = .70, CIX?Y = (.57–.75) and MX Y = .31, CIX Y = (.22–.41), ps < .01.

Second, we added age into both of these logistic regressions. Even though endorsement

of X?Y appears to increase with age in Fig. 8 (p = .12), and endorsement of X Y
appears to decrease (p = .34), these relationships were not statistically significant.

We also analyzed the data putting both inferences into the same logistic regression.

There was a significant difference in the probabilities of endorsing the two links, p < .01.

There was a marginal interaction between age and direction of link, p = .09, which

reflects the increasing difference between endorsing X?Y over X Y over age in Fig. 8.

In summary, this experiment found that children are able to infer causal direction

based on how two variables change over time. Though none of the tests found statisti-

cally significant effects of age, it is likely that a wider sample of ages would find a more

robust developmental trend in the use of this strategy for inferring causal direction.

4. General discussion

We examined the strategies that children use to infer the direction of causal relations

in scenarios when the variables are autocorrelated. In the first experiment, we compared

two conditions. In one condition, whenever a variable X was manipulated, another vari-

able Y changed compared to its prior state, but when Y was manipulated, X stayed stable

in its prior state; children primarily inferred X?Y. In a second condition, sometimes

when either X or Y was manipulated, the other variable changed compared to its prior

state; children primarily inferred X↔Y. Critically, atemporal strategies which only look at

the states of the variables after an intervention (not change compared to before an inter-

vention) would yield the same inferences in both conditions.

In the second experiment, we examined how children inferred causal direction when

they could only observe two variables over time, not intervene. The atemporal strategy

only identifies a correlation between the two variables. However, tracking the variables

over time revealed the following pattern: When X changed state, Y also changed state,

but sometimes Y changed state without X changing state. Since X sometimes remained

stable when Y changed, children were more likely to infer X?Y.

4.1. The ambiguity of temporal reasoning in previous studies

The current experiments sought to identify the strategy that children use for learning

causal direction when working with one causal mechanism over time. In this context,

children apparently compare the states of variables to their prior states, which makes

sense if they believe variables to be autocorrelated.

Furthermore, it is possible that these same temporal comparison strategies (comparing

the current state to the state immediately before it) may have been used in previous

experiments (see the Online Supplemental Material for details). For example, the Blicket

Detector tasks involve placing objects on a detector and seeing which objects activate the
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detector. Typically, each trial is treated as independent from the previous trial and the

proposed reasoning strategies involve calculating summary statistics such as conditional

probabilities on the entire set of trials (e.g., A activates the detector by itself, but B
does not activate the detector by itself, only when A is also on the detector). However, it

is entirely possible that the participants in those tasks reasoned about how putting an

object on the detector or taking it off changed the activation of the detector compared to

before the intervention, and same for the previous studies using the stick-machine. It is

not possible to clearly disambiguate use of temporal and atemporal strategies in those

studies.

In summary, in many situations atemporal and temporal strategies imply the same cau-

sal structure. To our knowledge, there has not been a test of how children learn causal

structure in a scenario in which the trials are clearly and unambiguously framed as inde-

pendent, which is the type of scenario for which the atemporal causal network framework

is intended to apply. An example of such a scenario is the between-subjects design in

Fig. 1. We acknowledge that designing such a test is challenging because even if a sce-

nario is framed with independent events (like a controlled randomized trial), often the

learning data are displayed sequentially, potentially introducing the possibility of tempo-

ral factors; perhaps, a summary format is ideal. At the current stage, it is simply unknown

whether children use the atemporal strategy and how well. The clearest case of atemporal

causal structure learning in adults in which the trials were probably viewed by partici-

pants to be independent revealed some, but far from perfect or universal use of the

strategy (Steyvers et al., 2003).

4.2. A list of temporal cues to causality

A wide range of cues can be used to infer causality, including several temporal cues.

We suspect that often many of these cues are used together in a converging fashion and

that some may often be early emerging in development. There remains a clear need to

better understand how each of these cues interact over the course of development and

how they fit with other atemporal cues.

Unfortunately, however, the research community does not yet have a comprehensive

taxonomy of all the temporal cues to causality (see also Schultz, Fisher, Pratt, & Rulf,

1986). Further complicating the efforts to build a taxonomy is that these cues can some-

times be hard to distinguish in various paradigms and they are not mutually exclusive.

We already discussed four cues that can be used to infer causal direction: the temporal-

interventional strategy, the temporal-observational strategy, temporal contiguity, and tem-

poral primacy. Here, we list some other temporal cues to causality, though they are not

specifically focused on inferring causal direction.

4.2.1. Primacy/recency
The order of a series of events often plays an important role in causal inference. For

example, if a causal relation is first judged to be very strong, people often discount

subsequent evidence that it is weak. However, sometimes later evidence influences the
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final judgment more than initial evidence (e.g., Dennis & Ahn, 2001; see also Fernbach

& Sloman, 2009; Luhmann & Ahn, 2007).

4.2.2. Inferring time periods or unobserved factors
If one notices that a causal relation behaves consistently for a period of time and later

starts behaving in a different way, one might infer that some unobserved factor changed

(e.g., Buchanan & Sobel, 2011; Gershman, Blei, & Niv, 2010; Redish, Jensen, Johnson,

& Kurth-Nelson, 2007; Rottman & Ahn, 2011). Believing that something about the world

has changed but that the new state of the world is relatively stable is one rational reason

for recency effects; experiences farther away in time are less informative of the current

functioning of the world.

4.2.3. Other cues
There are many other cues such as whether one variable influences the rate (e.g., Grif-

fiths & Tenenbaum, 2005) or duration of another variable. In the animal learning litera-

ture, there many other experimental paradigms such as preconditioning and occasion

setting, many of which have natural “causal” interpretations (e.g., many studies with chil-

dren have investigated scenarios similar to blocking and retrospective revaluation; see

Gopnik, Sobel, Schulz, & Glymour, 2001, for a discussion).

4.3. Causal sufficiency and broader theoretical considerations

Another way to learn the direction of a causal relation from merely observing two

variables occurs when people have a prior belief with causes that are sufficient to pro-

duce effects (Mayrhofer & Waldmann, 2011). If one believes that, in a particular

domain, causes are sufficient to produce their effects (i.e., x = 1 is sufficient to pro-

duce y = 1), and one observes that whenever x = 1, y = 1, but sometimes y = 1 even

if x = 0 (i.e., y = 1 is not sufficient to produce x = 1), then one would infer that X
causes Y and not vice versa. The temporal cue for Experiment 2 is somewhat similar;

when the state of a cause is changed, it is believed to be sufficient to produce a

change in its effect. Thus, if Y changes but X stays stable, one would infer that Y
does not cause X. However, these strategies are distinct in that one applies to an

atemporal scenario (the states of the variables) and one applies to a temporal scenario

(how the states of variables change over time). The atemporal version of the causal

sufficiency heuristic cannot explain the current results because x = 1 was not sufficient

or necessary for y = 1.

The similarity between Mayrhofer and Waldmann’s (2011) sufficiency heuristic and

the temporal strategy for observations tested here raises a broader question about the

similarity between temporal and atemporal strategies. One way to think about the

relationships between temporal and atemporal strategies is with an analogy to t-tests.
Within-subjects t-tests can be viewed as “temporal”—they look at the change within one

entity (or otherwise correlated data). Between-subjects t-tests and one-sample t-tests are

“atemporal.” Of course, if one takes the difference between the two time periods, one can
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use a one-sample t-test instead of a within-subjects t-test; in some instances, “temporal”

strategies are mathematically equivalent, given the right comparison in data points, to

atemporal strategies.

However, the important psychological aspect of these inferences is how they are per-

formed, what pieces of information are being compared, and how the learner conceives

of the scenario. The current experiments demonstrate that children conceive of these

scenarios as temporal, and they are using temporal comparisons to perform the infer-

ence. It is possible to think of these scenarios as either temporal or atemporal, and an

important further question is to investigate the cues that children use to interpret the

scenario, which is analogous to how a statistician decides which statistical test is cor-

rect for a given situation. We previously found that adults pick up on and use temporal

cues even in situations when the cover story frames trials as independent (Rottman &

Keil, 2012); so, it is likely that the temporal strategy is hard to “turn off.” Because the

temporal strategy may be difficult to suppress even when such suppression is war-

ranted, it may be the default option in most naturalistic situations, a default that seems

to be present in young children. If this default interpretation is correct, it may be that

younger children have even more difficulty than older children in adults in “turning

off” the default strategy when the situation clearly indicates that trials are completely

independent.

4.4. Conclusions

Beliefs about the direction of a causal relation are critical for deciding which variable

to manipulate to produce a desired outcome and for explaining why a particular event

occurred. More broadly, people often reason about systems of causal relations between

multiple variables. Learning the direction of a relation between two variables likely

serves as the fundamental building block for learning whole systems of causal relations

(e.g., Waldmann, Cheng, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell, 2008; Fernbach & Sloman, 2009,

Experiment 2). The current research demonstrates that children use changes in variables

over time to infer the direction of a causal relation. In the future, it will be important to

identify how specific contexts elicit the use of particular strategies for learning causal

structures and whether children use the various strategies in appropriate and adaptive

ways.
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Notes

1. Technically, because the atemporal causal network framework does not include

X↔Y as a possible network, X?Y and X Y would be equally likely for Practice

Scenario C.

2. These statements were intended to call the attention of the children to the other

stick. We phrased them to call the attention to the position of the other stick (atem-

poral strategy), not whether the other stick changed position (temporal strategy).

3. Gopnik et al. (2004) defined “special” for the children as making the other stick

“move.” We chose to use the more abstract “do something” because we were wor-

ried that Gopnik et al.’s language could encourage a temporal strategy—when Y is

pulled up, it makes X change position from the previous trial, as opposed to when

Y is pulled up X also is up (regardless of its prior position). We acknowledge that

even “do” is not a perfect term, but most causal verbs imply a temporal change as

opposed to merely a statistical dependency.

4. One possible complication of this experiment is that because children believe that

there is a monkey controlling the sticks, the experiment actually involves three

factors, not two. We could represent the structure as Monkey?X?Y Monkey, also
technically with a higher order link representing the fact that the monkey only

intervenes on one stick at a time. Critically, however, the monkey’s actions are

never observed. In real-world causal inference, there are always unobserved or

unknown factors that produce changes in the observed variables, so we do not

believe that the monkey fundamentally alters the scenario.
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